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Abstract
Background: A model of clinical practice that encompasses clinical relationships and choices as well as the use of clinical
research has yet to be elaborated. We sought a model for Scientifically Informed Medical Practice and Learning (SIMPLE)
through integrating concepts borrowed from narrative medicine with the results of a competency-based assessment project.
Methods: The SIMPLE model started by subordinating the cognitive skills within an information literacy model (‘ask’,
‘acquire’, ‘appraise’ and ‘apply’) to the content of clinical actions (‘therapy’, ‘diagnosis’, ‘prognosis’ and ‘harm’). This
enabled a description of problem delineation. The content of these components was developed through an iterative, reflexive
approach, elaborating distinctions across all action domains. This led to the “Road Map” component of the model. Clinical
action domains were defined within a relational construct.
Results: We define 3 sub-categories of Problem (utility, performance and likelihood) leading to shared Actions, Choices
and Targets (PACT) within the SIMPLE model as a bridge between relational and information literacy fields. The enabling
skill ‘ask’ and the “Patients, Interventions, Comparisons, Outcomes” (PICO) format, are applied uniformly across these
categories. ‘Acquire’ is elaborated using a 3-S format (Summaries, Syntheses, Single studies) that links study designs to
electronic sources (published synopses, filtered databases and large bibliographical databases). ‘Appraise’ involves
evaluation of design-specific susceptibility to error and of importance of the results. The latter are classified as measures of
frequency, effect, impact and precision. Finally, ‘apply’ includes assessment of directness of evidence, contextual issues and
overall benefits versus risks. Translation of knowledge into action involves constructed priorities and preferences within the
relational field.
Conclusion: The Road Map enables linkage of a broad range of patient and practitioner concerns related to clinical action
to a comparably broad spectrum of contemporary clinical research. It may usefully guide curricular and instructional
approaches. Empirical validation in improving learning outcomes is required.
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relevant to this achievement. However, there are important
limitations of EBM as elaborated to date. These include
restriction to a narrow range of clinical questions that can
be addressed and the research designs that can be
considered in relationship to those questions [6,7]. For
example, questions of therapy conventionally are referred
to information from randomized trials [7]. Diagnostic
questions are confined to issues of accuracy (performance) of diagnostic tests rather than issues of clinical
benefit (utility) of diagnostic strategies [7]. Limiting
EBM instruction to a narrow range of questions may
prevent learners from using EBM to solve problems arising
from their own clinical experience.

Background
“Evidence-based medicine” (EBM), first defined in 1991
[1] and elaborated in 1992 [2], proposed integration of
clinical research evidence with patient perspectives and
practitioner expertise. It drew concepts from biomedical
informatics [3] and clinical epidemiology [4]. Originally
aimed at the training of physicians, the term is currently
understood as applying to all allied healthcare disciplines.
EBM offers skills aimed at bringing information from
clinical research to bear on clinical practice [5] and has
developed critically important concepts and resources
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Box 1 Explanation of terms and categories used in the text
Term or Phrase

Explanation

Information Literacy

The critical access, evaluation and use of information from electronic resources in response to problem solving
needs. In this article it largely refers to critical use of information from clinical research using competencies
commonly categorized as “Ask”, “Acquire”, “Appraise” and “Apply”.

Utility

The magnitude of observable patient benefit resulting from clinical actions pertaining to therapy, diagnosis,
prognosis or harm.

Performance

The accuracy of patient characteristics, tests or other instruments in predicting the probability of outcomes
associated with therapy, diagnosis, prognosis or harm.

Likelihood

The simple probability of outcomes associated with therapy, diagnosis, prognosis or harm.

Summaries

Designs and sources that address research on multiple questions related to a specific clinical topic.

Syntheses

Designs and sources that encompass results of multiple studies pertaining to a single clinical question.

Single studies

Designs and sources that report information from a single data set pertaining to a single clinical question.

Synopses

A type of source that provides short, independently appraised, digests of information aimed at facilitating use
by busy clinicians and managers. Synopses pertain to summaries, syntheses and single studies.

Frequency

Measures expressed as simple proportions, such as risk of an outcome of a single patient or group of patients.

Effect

Measures pertaining to the effect of an intervention, exposure or assessment on the likelihood of an outcome.
Such measures characteristically pertain to a broad range of patients at varying risk of the outcome in
question.

Impact

Measurements pertaining to the magnitude of the effect of an intervention, exposure or assessment on the
likelihood of an outcome for an individual patient.

Precision

The range of values around a measure of outcome within which the true value probably resides,
notwithstanding the possible effect of systematic error.

Perhaps the most important limitation of much of the
EBM literature is the avoidance of the task of connecting
actual clinical encounters to information needs. Clinical
questions, rather than problems, are the starting point and
in many cases are derived from research studies rather than
from actual clinical cases [8]. A frequently cited guide for
evidence-based curriculum development [9] limits itself to
information literacy skills [10,11] (asking questions,
acquiring, appraising and applying research evidence to
practice) ignoring consideration of the clinical actions that
give rise to information needs. The terms therapy,
diagnosis, prognosis and harm do not appear in that
guideline [9].
EBM defines skill sets conforming to 4 information
literacy categories, ask, acquire, appraise and apply (see
Box 1). Our experience of teaching EBM in concentrated
settings such as workshops led to the perception that many
learners become confused and disoriented because they do
not understand the relationship of each of these categories
to the process of improving care through consideration of
clinical research. Elwyn et al surveyed tutors at well
known EBM workshops and observed substantial
confusion among tutors and participants regarding the
overall learning goals [12]. Wyer et al found that the
graduates of such workshops were unable to identify
questions requiring the use of EBM skills in response to
simulated clinical encounters [13]. A model that helps
learners to remedy these deficiencies requires that the
interpretive world of clinical practice be explicitly
connected to the world of information [14].
To address these limitations, we developed a model for
Scientifically Informed Medical Practice and Learning
(SIMPLE) [14]. We previously described the model as a
whole which subordinates information literacy to the

interactive, relational aspects of patient care drawing from
elaborated principles of narrative medicine [14]. In this
article we present the EBM or information literacy [10],
component of the model, hereafter referred to as the “Road
Map.”

Methods
Model development
A project to elaborate tools for assessment of the EBM
related cognitive skills encompassed within the US
Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Education’s
description of competency in practice based learning and
improvement served as the point of departure for
developing the SIMPLE model [15]. The project
concluded that 4 domains of clinical action (therapy,
diagnosis, prognosis, harm) govern the EBM skill content
within the information literacy field (ask, acquire, appraise,
apply). (Figures 1a and 1b). It further provided provisional,
non-overlapping, definitions for the component skills
within the information literacy field across all these 4
action domains.
The SIMPLE model expanded the aforementioned
definitions of clinical action and placed them within a
relational field distinct from the information literacy field
within which EBM resides [7]. Problem categories were
further differentiated into “utility”, “performance” and
“likelihood” and the concept of problem delineation was
introduced. Finally, drawing on principles of narrative
medicine and social constructivism, we defined PACT
(‘Problem delineation’, ‘Action’, ‘Choices’ and ‘Targets’)
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Figure 1 Original derivation of the Skill Map – For explanation, see text
Figure 1a Information literacy skill categories

Figure 1b The skill categories subordinated to the action domains

Figure 2 The Skill Map: a differentiated form of the information literacy skills. For explanation, see
text

as a conceptual tool for recognizing and delineating
clinical problems and their relationship to information
needs [14]. PACT, as elaborated previously [14], may also
be used to delineate differences between patient and
practitioner perspectives and priorities and help guarantee
that the clinical questions arising from a clinical encounter
reflect the concerns of both practitioners and patients.
PACT ultimately facilitates the identification and review of

research literature relevant to the problem as constructed
[16] by patient and practitioner [14].
The aforementioned measurement project [15]
developed specifications for the practice based
learning/EBM domain by identifying skills within the
information literacy categories: ask; acquire; appraise and
apply and by elaborating those skills across all domains
and subdomains. We extended and continued this process
in developing the SIMPLE model and the Road Map
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Ask

within it. For example, we determined that the concepts of
utility, performance and likelihood (see Box 1) apply to all
4 clinical actions (therapy, diagnosis, prognosis and harm).
Under acquire, we found that search targets are best
differentiated into sources and designs and further
subdivided into 3 hierarchical levels: summaries; syntheses
and single studies (see Box 1). Similarly, under appraisal,
following a temporal principle, first introduced as a vehicle
for understanding the critical appraisal of randomized trials
[17], we described all research designs using a ‘beginning’,
‘middle’ and ‘end’ conceptual subdivision. Finally, the
presentation of results was classified using 4 categories of
relevance: measures of frequency; effect; impact and
precision (Box 1).

Literacy in ‘ask’ related skills enables a clinician to derive
questions corresponding to the 3 subcategories of
problems: utility, performance and likelihood, within the
categories therapy, diagnosis, prognosis and harm and to
structure them using the Patients, Interventions,
Comparisons, Outcomes (PICO) format. Questions derived
from all of these subcategories of problems may lead to
useful published research.
Identify the Target

‘Utility’ questions are familiar in the context of the effect
of therapeutic interventions on patient important outcomes.
However, they pertain to diagnostic [18,19] and prognostic
[20] issues as well. For example, the presence or absence
of patient benefit resulting from counseling regarding
genetic susceptibility to Alzheimer’s disease was recently
assessed in a randomized trial [20].
‘Performance’ is a familiar concept insofar as it relates
to the accuracy of diagnostic tests and assessments and
also that of prognostic predictors and prediction
instruments. It also relates to issues of therapy and harm,
for example, the ability to predict the probability that an
individual patient will benefit from therapy constitutes a
major focus of the human genome project [21]. One older
study reported the use of the head upright tilt test to predict
response to beta-blockers among patients with recurrent
vasovagal syncope [22]. Similarly, the ability to predict
susceptibility to intracranial hemorrhage caused by
thrombolytic therapy administered to patients with
ischemic stroke has been a focus of controversy in the
literature [23].
‘Likelihood’ is familiar to most readers in the context
of prognosis questions and also in relationship to
diagnostic outcomes such as studies of differential
diagnosis [24]. Likelihood is also important in the context
of therapy and harm. For example, strong inferences
regarding the safety of electrical conversion and outpatient
management of patients presenting to emergency
departments with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation were drawn
from the results of a single arm trial [25], that is, the
absence of adverse outcomes among patients receiving the
intervention was taken as evidence supporting such a
clinical option. In the field of quality improvement,
inferences are characteristically made out of local outcome
measures, for example, the rate of catheter and mechanical
ventilation related infection as markers of good care.
Questions under the category of likelihood are frequently
issues of priority for patients and payers who are anchored
in local practice and want to be certain about the quality of
care delivered, as, for example, the likelihood of events
if submitted to a certain intervention in that specific setting
[26].

Results
The Road Map to evidence literacy and
assimilation
The Road Map to evidence literacy, described in this
article, is one component of a larger model described
previously [14]. Within this model, the world of research
information is subordinated to a relational field within
which the 4 classes of interaction, therapy, diagnosis,
prognosis and harm (TDPH) are defined. The reader is
referred to a previous publication that describes the
relational dimension of the SIMPLE model in detail [14].
The augmented skill tree illustrated in Figure 2 reflects
the results of the process of elaboration and differentiation
of the EBM skills, ask, acquire, appraise and apply, within
the framework of the SIMPLE model. Table 1 presents the
expanded definitions of these 4 action classes (TDPH),
each subdivided into 3 categories of clinical problem:
likelihood, performance and utility (see Box 1). Once the
problem is appropriately understood and patient and
practitioner priorities weighted, then specific questions
may be derived in such a way as to enable effective
identification and evaluation of potentially useful research
evidence.
In the following section we will first describe the
content of the EBM skill categories derived from
information literacy within the model. We will then
address some of the implications of the approach with
respect to curricular and instructional design.
The skill categories
The following summary of the skills within the Road Map
follows the scheme presented in Figure 2. It reflects a
conceptual order defined by the information literacy
construct [11]. It should not be interpreted to define the
actual chronology of cognitive tasks within clinical
problem solving. For example, “apply” skills are
elaborated as the 4th category, even though they begin to
operate as soon as a clinician initiates development and
formulation of a clinical question (“ask”).
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Table 1 PACT Table of Definitions
PACT: P: Problem delineation; A: Actions; C: Choices; T: Targets LPU: L: Likelihood; P: Performance; U: Utility

A

L

P

Share consideration of the performance of a No relevant choices
predictor or rule to predict response to a
therapeutic intervention

Estimate of effect of presence of
predictors or rule on the likelihood of
important outcomes

DIAGNOSIS

L

P

U

L
PROGNOSIS

T
Estimate of likelihood of important
outcomes attributable to the disease,
condition or injury

U

P

U

L

HARM

C

Share consideration of what would happen No relevant choices
if submitted to a therapeutic intervention:

Clinical

Surgical

Preventive

P

U

Patient may have a disease, condition or injury. Values, preferences, priorities and circumstances may influence decisions

THERAPY

P

Share consideration
intervention

of

a

therapeutic Share consideration of Estimate of magnitude of effect on
alternative or standard important outcomes attributable to the
treatments
disease, condition or injury

Share consideration of a set of signs and No relevant choices
symptoms

Estimate of likelihood of possible
diagnoses

Share consideration of the performance of a Share consideration of a Estimate of effect of test, rule or
diagnostic intervention:
criterion assessment
assessment on patient’s likelihood of
the disease, condition or injury

Screening test

Diagnostic test

Decision Rule

Clinical assessment
Share consideration of the utility of a Share consideration of Estimate of magnitude of effect on
diagnostic intervention
alternative assessments
important outcomes attributable either
to the disease, condition or injury or to
the process of care
Share consideration of clinical outcomes No relevant choices
over a predefined period of time

Estimate of likelihood of important
outcomes attributable to the disease,
condition or injury

Share consideration of the performance of a No relevant choices
predictor or prognostic intervention:

One or more predictors

of clinical outcome

Prediction Rule

Estimate of effect of presence of one
or more predictors on the likelihood of
important outcomes

Share consideration of the utility of clinical Share consideration of Estimate of the magnitude of effect of
use of prognostic information
alternatives or standard clinical use or sharing of prognostic
practice
information on important outcomes
Share consideration of what would happen No relevant choices
if accidentally submitted to a harmful
intervention:

Therapeutic

Diagnostic

Prognostic

Estimate of likelihood of important
adverse outcomes attributable to the
clinical intervention but not to the
disease, condition or injury that led to
the intervention

or if incidentally submitted to a harmful No relevant choices
exposure:

Behavioural

Environmental

or attributable to a behavioural or
environmental exposure

Share consideration of the performance of a No relevant choices
predictor or rule to predict response to a
harmful intervention

Estimate of effect of presence of
predictors or rule on the likelihood of
important adverse outcomes
attributable to the clinical intervention
but not to the disease, condition or
injury that led to the intervention

or to an harmful exposure

No relevant choices

or attributable to the environmental or
behavioural exposure

Share consideration of an accidental harm
due to a harmful intervention

Share consideration of Estimate of magnitude of effect on
alternative or standard important adverse outcomes
attributable to the clinical intervention
interventions
but not to the disease, condition or
injury that led to the intervention

or incidental harm due to an incidental Share consideration
exposure
alternative
choices
exposures
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follows a principle of descending degree of efficiency or
‘user-friendliness’. For example, synopses of summaries,
such as the National Guidelines Clearinghouse, may offer a
condensed overview of methods and recommendations
pertaining to a multiplicity of questions considered by a
practice guideline in a fashion that is user friendly. This
constitutes a higher degree of independent evaluation than
that to be found within a practice guideline located in large
databases such as MEDLINE.
The pyramid lists frequently encountered examples of
source at every level. Hence, the Cochrane Central
Registry (“Cochrane Central”) is a filtered database of
controlled trials, including trials reported in abstract only,
while DARE (Database of Abstracts of Reviews of
Effectiveness) constitutes a source of synopses
(independently performed critical appraisals and
commentaries) of systematic reviews.
The 3-S pyramid is designed to allow learners to
quickly grasp the relationship between the categories of
research design pertaining to clinical questions and
electronic sources designed to expedite access. It is based
on the recognition of common epidemiological principles
underlying how such sources have been developed in
tandem with the corresponding designs. However, the
critical user of research also needs to understand principles
of integration of information that underlie the development
of searchable electronic resources and larger information
systems.
Figure 6 illustrates how successive degrees of
integration of information pertain to systems level
applications of evidence-based information tools. On the
level of integration of information, systems, within a
specific practice setting, potentially encompass all levels
and hierarchies of design and source. They dynamically
and interactively build access to information drawn from
research and from independent knowledge of disease
process, all integrated with practice-specific information
and the medical records pertaining to individual patients.
To be able to use such a system critically, the evidenceliterate clinician must understand the nature and limitations
of the ingredients that feed it, from the level of research
design to the process through which research and also
practice-specific information, is synthesized and digested.

Build a Structured Question

Turning to the final skill within the ‘ask’ category, the
Road Map provides for a uniform and standardized use of
the ‘patients’, ‘interventions’, ‘comparisons’ and
‘outcomes’ (PICO) scheme for formatting clinical
questions preparatory to embarking on the ‘acquire’ tasks.
The reader may visit www.ebcp.com.br/roadmap/pico for a
set of examples of the use of the PICO format in
connection with most types of clinical question.
Acquire
Literacy in ‘acquire’ related skills enables a clinician to
connect a clinical question, according to its subcategory
(likelihood, performance or utility), to a range of
potentially relevant research designs and electronic sources
and to construct search strategies for locating the most
relevant information within those sources. Achievement of
proficiency in this skill area requires an understanding of
both the distinctions and relationships between research
designs, electronic sources and the process of information
integration.
Identify the Types of Information and Design

Research designs are categorized as “summaries”,
“syntheses” and “single studies” (see Box 1).This allows a
well-defined conceptual framework for understanding the
relationship among these designs. Single studies, for
example, serve as ‘building blocks’ (Figure 3) for the more
complex designs. Syntheses integrate the results of single
studies on a single question. They follow a research design
and are supported by abundant methodological literature
that establishes standards irrespective of venue of
publication.
Summaries address multiple questions
pertaining to a designated practice area and similarly may
qualify as designs. Practice guidelines, for example, are
subject to published methodological standards that are
independent of venue of dissemination. Figure 4 illustrates
the relationship of the question subtypes within therapy,
diagnosis, prognosis and harm to the research designs
conforming to summaries, syntheses and single studies.

Build the Search Strategy

Identify the Source

The final component skill within the ‘acquire’ category is
the ability to search the electronic resources selected in
connection with a clinical question. We regard this as a
‘performance-based’ skill [27]. That is, it is dependent on a
multiplicity of factors, including the size of the database
and the estimated amount of relevant research to be found.
The Road Map model has little to offer in the way of
illuminating the content of electronic searching skills that
has not been published elsewhere [28].

Figure 5 presents a 3 dimensional ‘3-S’ system
(summaries, syntheses, studies) hierarchically organized
according to descending complexity of these 3 different
types of information available in the literature. For each
level in the figure a corresponding hierarchy of study
designs in one side and electronic sources in the other side
is identifiable. Designs range from randomized and nonrandomized single studies to syntheses and summaries of
such ‘building block’ studies of varying degrees of
complexity. Sources range from large bibliographical
databases such as MEDLINE, through filtered sources of
primary reports, to ‘synopsized’ or pre-appraised, sources
of information conforming to the underlying designs. This
hierarchy of sources within each level of the pyramid

Appraise
Literacy in ‘appraise’ related skills enables a clinician to
evaluate the susceptibility of research findings to design58
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Figure 3 Building block designs. For explanation, see text
3.a: Randomized Controlled Trial; 3.b: Cohort Study; 3.c: Case-Control Study; 3.d: Cross-Sectional Study

Figure 4 Types of information and corresponding study designs subordinated to the categories of
problems. For explanation, see text
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related error and to understand the frequency, effect,
impact and precision of the results (See Box 1). Critical
evaluation of the quality and importance of information,
such as information from research, is an established
component of ‘information literacy’ and is crucial to the
process of informing clinical practice through research. In
contrast to conventional presentations of EBM [29], but in
accordance with the principles of information literacy from
which the definition of EBM skills arose [11], the model
classifies ‘apply’ skills into a separate category. Such skills
involve integrating information from research with prior
medical knowledge and with knowledge of patient and
practice circumstances.

results of research to the implications for the individual
patient. For example, for a study of performance of a
diagnostic test, the sensitivity and specificity of a test and
the likelihood ratio of a test result, constitute properties of
the test, compared to a criterion standard assessment,
which have different impact on patients and populations of
different pre-test probability. Post-test probability is a
direct measure of such impact. For studies of utility of
therapeutic interventions, relative risks and odds ratios
constitute properties of the intervention, compared to
alternative treatments, which have different impact on
patients and populations based on their baseline risk of
clinical outcomes. Risk difference and number needed to
treat are direct measures of such impact. Table 3 illustrates
a number of the relationships between different subcategories of results and the 4 classes of clinical interaction
and also the common relevance of issues of precision to
the entire matrix.

Validity

The Road Map defines “designs” as reflecting a temporal
process characterized by ‘beginning’, ‘middle’ and ‘end’
phases (Figure 3). This allows the learner to understand the
process of selection of subjects, their linkage to
interventions and observations, the critical evaluation of
systematic flaws in design and execution of a study and the
assessment of its results, all as aspects of a single
conceptual framework. The first aspect of design has
already been addressed above under acquire. The second
constitutes what is otherwise commonly referred to as
appraisal of internal validity.
Figure 3 illustrates how the 4 primary ‘building block’
designs used in clinical research (randomized trials, cohort
studies, cross sectional studies and case-control studies)
can be conceptualized using the ‘beginning-middle-end’
sequence. The ‘beginning’ phase defines patient selection
and allocation; the ‘middle’ phase, the process of following
and assessing them, with or without an intervention and the
‘end’ phase, the process of analysing the results. The
scheme corresponds to a chronology of conceptual design
rather than of data collection and hence allows elaboration
of the essential similarities and differences between
designs, irrespective of whether they are conducted
retrospectively or prospectively.
Figure 3 also illustrates the categories of designspecific error in relationship to the 3 temporal phases. The
‘beginning-middle-end’ framework applies to complex
designs such as systematic reviews as well as to the
‘building block’ designs (Table 2). The criteria used in the
Road Map to evaluate validity of specific designs are
otherwise similar to those used in the Users’ Guides to the
Medical Literature series [29].

Apply
Literacy in ‘apply’ related skills enables a clinician, firstly,
to assess the similarity between the populations,
interventions, comparisons and outcomes within relevant
clinical research and the corresponding elements within the
practice question; secondly, to consider the impact of
patient and practice circumstances including culture,
available resources and measures of local performance
and, thirdly, to evaluate the potential risks and benefits of
the choices being considered. As noted at the outset,
“apply” skills begin to operate as soon as clinical questions
are formulated and searches are planned. Their placement
as the 4th information literacy category does not reflect the
actual time sequence of cognitive tasks.
Assess Similarity of PICOs

In the first step, once research evidence has been gathered
and evaluated in relationship to a focused clinical question,
the Road Map calls for a systematic comparison of the
PICO elements of the clinical question to the
corresponding elements within relevant research (see
Figure 7). The patient characteristics of the practice PICO
are compared to the characteristics of the subjects actually
enrolled in the study. Similarly, the interventions
(assessments or exposures), comparisons and outcomes as
prescribed by the practice PICO are compared to those as
actually performed in the research. Knowledge of disease
process and pathophysiology informs the assessments that
go into the ‘2-PICO’ comparison. Important differences
between practice and research PICO elements constitute
potential sources of systematic error. The magnitude and
direction of such error may or may not be predictable and
may or may not be correctable. For example, likelihood
ratios may be used to generate a more appropriate estimate
of post-test probability for a patient or practice population
than the predictive values reported in diagnostic
performance studies [30].

Importance of the Results

The Road Map classification of outcome measures into
results pertaining to frequency measurements (absolute
risks, pre-test probabilities), effect (likelihood ratios, odds
ratios, relative risks, hazard ratios) and impact (risk
differences, numbers needed to treat and post-test
probabilities) is aimed at facilitating their interpretation.
The categories ‘frequency’, ’effect’ and ‘impact’ do not
strictly conform to the categories of ‘likelihood’,
‘performance’ and ‘utility’, but rather to the relationship of
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Figure 5 The Pyramid: A 3 dimensional ‘3-S’ hierarchical model linking research designs to electronic
sources. For explanation, see text

Consider Practice and Patient Circumstances

Consider Other Scientific Knowledge

Moving to the second step, assessing the applicability of
research evidence to practice requires consideration of the
circumstances within which healthcare choices are to be
made. Cost, availability of resources, insurance, patient
economic status and issues to do with the healthcare
system and its management are relevant here. The
existence of established clinical policy, including
performance quality measures, is considered. Many
healthcare choices cannot be undertaken without systems
level preparation. For example, the individual practitioner
cannot be expected to prescribe thrombolytic therapy to a
patient with ischemic stroke unless there is a
corresponding policy within an accessible hospital service.
If local performance respecting surgical options for a
particular condition lags behind an acceptable standard, it
may be inappropriate to recommend it, irrespective of the
strength of supporting research evidence.

The third step, assessing the overall risks and benefits of
healthcare choices, requires consideration of independent
scientific knowledge. Such knowledge also impacts on
assessment of the scientific plausibility of research
findings. Clinical research generally addresses a single
focused question. The potential value of such research
therefore depends on factors that go beyond the specific
inquiry [31]. Full consideration of the potential harms of
therapeutic or diagnostic options will frequently call for
evaluation of scientific evidence independent of the
evidence for benefit [32]. Hence, separate clinical queries,
leading to different searches and to different types of
studies, may be called for.
Two clarifications may help to put the 3 steps of the
apply component of the Road Map summarized above into
an appropriate perspective within the SIMPLE model.
Firstly, the steps just described are not, in practice,
confined to a single phase of the information literacy cycle.
Rather they operate at all phases, including defining and
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Figure 6 Integration of information leading to systems level applications of evidence-based
information tools. For explanation, see text

formulating the question, selecting evidence from
electronic searches and evaluating magnitude and precision
of research results. Secondly, these aspects of applying
research evidence to practice reside within the information
literacy field of the SIMPLE model. They are extensions of
the process of defining information needs and finding and
evaluating information relevant to the satisfaction of those
needs. In the course of the ‘apply’ phase, research
information becomes integrated with the other sources of
information and with underlying knowledge of disease.
Hence, it is here that the first transformation of information
into knowledge takes place.
However, the SIMPLE model also recognizes that the
process of assimilating research evidence into practice
involves another level of transformation, from knowledge
as knowable by an individual practitioner to knowledge for
action. The latter transformation takes place within the
relational field of the model [14] and involves a process
that Epstein calls constructed priorities and preferences
[16]. The model recognizes that the relational dimension
involves processes that cannot be reduced to simple
processing of information. Furthermore, many categories
of informational inputs pertain to clinical actions and
choices that are not encompassed by the categories of

clinical research embraced by the information literacy field
of the SIMPLE model [33].
Potential impact of road map in teaching
The emphasis within the SIMPLE model on problem
delineation, combined with its ability to embrace the full
spectrum of clinical research, has made possible an
important shift in approach to teaching of EBP in
workshops and other settings. Rather than working from
prepared critical appraisal packages built around a narrow
selection of study designs, learners use actual patient
experiences. The model allows consideration of the
process through which the clinical problem was understood
and interpreted by both patients and practitioners. The
selection of the most important question to refer to relevant
research evidence may change as a result.
The case of a stable elderly woman presenting to an
emergency room with recurrent acute onset atrial
fibrillation was considered in one workshop. The
practitioners had focused on the choice of drugs for either
rhythm or rate control and a literature search had
uncovered several relevant systematic reviews of drug
trials [34,35]. Reconsideration of the case in the EBP
workshop setting led to recognition that the patient and
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Table 2 ‘Beginning-middle-end’ framework to evaluate design specific error
Type of Study

Criterion to Evaluate Bias
Beginning

Middle

End

Randomized Trial

Randomization Allocation
concealment
Balanced prognostic factors

Extent of blinding
Balanced co-intervention
Adequacy of assessment

Loss to follow up
Intention to treat
Stopped early for benefit

Cohort

Similarity of prognosis

Frequency of assessment
Objective outcomes measures

Loss to follow up
Adjustment for
prognostic factors

imbalance

in

imbalance

in

Case-Control

Prognostically similar groups
equal opportunity of exposure

Cross-Sectional

Appropriate source and spectrum of Appropriate and independent Blinding
patients for research question
criterion standard
Adequacy of assessment

Systematic Review

Compatibility of PICO elements and Reproducible search, selection, Similarity of results (heterogeneity)
designs across included studies
quality assessment and data
collection

with Frequency of assessment
Adjustment for
Equal and objective assessment prognostic factors
of exposure

family values, as well as the prior experience of the patient
with similar episodes, had been ignored. The family had
advised: “shock (electrically cardiovert) her, the drugs
never work” and expressed the desire to take her home
after successful cardioversion. Once the problem was redefined as one of safety, a new literature search uncovered
a single arm Canadian study that supported the family’s
preference [25]. The Road Map model allowed recognition
of the study as corresponding to a “harm-likelihood”
question, a category not conventionally included in the
EBM teaching portfolio. The emphasis on problem
delineation concretized the consideration of patient values
and preferences into the exercise and the PACT tool
facilitated the translation of the change in perspective
(from therapy to harm) in a fashion that increased the
potential value of relevant research to the resolution of the
case. Table 4 (Concerns through designs) illustrates in a
more systematic way how the Road Map approach results
in a broad interface between shared patient and
practitioner, concerns and an expanded range of clinical
research.
The Road Map provides a general orientation
regarding objectives and priorities of learner directed
educational experiences related to EBM. At the outset of a
workshop, participants sometimes express an almost
exclusive interest in learning critical appraisal of specific
study designs. When the Road Map is used to provide an
overview of the skill areas, the emphasis broadens to
encompass a balance across the skill sets represented in
Figure 2. In other words, the Road Map helps to ensure
that the learning choices made by individuals and groups in
the course of time constrained experiences are informed
choices. It similarly facilitates quick and efficient review
of the content areas that have been covered both during
and at the conclusion of such experiences.
The Road Map facilitates an orderly and systematic
approach to potentially complex clinical problems. A
Brazilian health manager with a background in cardiology
brought a problem to a workshop involving use of the
CHADAS score [36] to identify patients with chronic atrial
fibrillation unlikely to benefit from anticoagulation. The

CHADAS score predicts stroke outcomes in such patients.
The participant defined her problem in terms of the
educational process involved in implementing use of the
score for this purpose in her facility. Several studies of
different design were located in searches. The Road Map
facilitated distinguishing between performance studies of
accuracy of the prediction rule [36] and prognostic utility
studies in which impact of using the rule on patient
important outcomes was assessed [37]. The Road Map,
which avoids folding different types of utility issue into a
generic category of “management”, helped clarify that
accuracy of the prediction rule and applicability to her
patient care setting was the issue on which to initially
focus. This required careful attention to issues of validity
and applicability of studies of prognostic performance and
likelihood.

Discussion
The SIMPLE model draws from concepts developed
within narrative medicine. These help to illuminate how
clinical problems are recognized and defined in a relational
context, independent of the process of pursuing
information needs from a practitioner perspective [14]. The
Road Map, presented in this paper, elaborates the content
of information literacy with respect to maximizing the
value and use of information from clinical research in the
care of individual patients.
The Road Map recognizes an expanded spectrum of
clinical research relevant to each category of clinical
action. This may address criticisms that EBM only applies
to a narrow range of clinical practice, that is, therapy issues
amenable to study via randomized trials [7]. The Road
Map furthermore integrates complex designs, including
systematic reviews, clinical prediction rules, decision
analyses and practice guidelines, into a common field
governed by the classes of clinical action. The SIMPLE
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Table 3 Relationships between sub-categories of results, study design and domains of clinical
actions
Therapy
Diagnosis
Prognosis
Frequency
Effect
RR, HR, OR
RR, HR, OR
RR, HR, OR
Impact
RD
RD
RD
Cohort
Frequency
Risks
Risks
Risks
Effect
RR, HR, OR
RR, HR, OR
RR, HR, OR
Impact
RD
RD
RD
Case-Control
Frequency
Effect
OR
LR, OR
OR
Impact
Cross-Sectional
Frequency
Pre-test prob
Effect
LR
Impact
Pos-test prob
All
Precision
CI
CI
CI
CI: Confidence Interval; HR: Hazard Ratio; LR: Likelihood Ratio; OR: Odds ratio; RD: Risk Difference; RR: Relative Risk
Randomized
Trial

Harm
RR, HR, OR
RD
Risks
RR, HR, OR
RD
OR

CI

Figure 7 The 2 PICOs comparison. For explanation, see text

model and the Road Map within it, draws on the rigor of
epidemiological concepts and corresponding information
tools. However, these tools serve and enrich rather than
dictate the content of clinical practice and decisions. This
contrasts with other published models of evidence-based
medicine [38].
The Road Map embraces frontier concepts within
today’s healthcare environment in a fashion that enhances
curricular design. For example, the concept of diagnostic
utility and corresponding research, elaborated by Sackett
[18] and more recently in the literature on the Grading
Recommendations Assessment, Development, and
Evaluation (GRADE) system [19], is rarely emphasized in

the standard instructional sources on EBM. The Road Map
incorporates this concept in a fashion that renders it
consistent with the corresponding concepts within therapy,
prognosis and harm. Similarly, the ‘2-PICO’ approach to
applicability assessment (Figure 7) corresponds to the
concept of ‘indirectness’ of evidence within the GRADE
system [39,40]. This alignment constitutes a potential
remedy to another important criticism of EBM, the failure
to elaborate an educational framework that includes
evidence-based guidelines together with evidence-based
individual decision-making [41]. These concepts and
principles can be routinely incorporated into curricula at all
levels of training.
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Table 4 Concerns through designs. For explanation, see text
Action Class

Therapy

Diagnosis

Patient Concern

Question Subcategory

Range of Building Block Designs*
R

Co

√

√

√

“Do I have a better than average chance Performance
of benefiting from this treatment?”

√+

√

√

“If I take this invasive treatment am I going Frequency
to die anyway?”

√+

√

“Will I live longer if I have this test?”

√

√

“Will I feel better with this treatment?”

Utility

Utility

“What’s wrong with me?”

Harm (Accidental)

Harm (Incidental)

√

√

Frequency

“Will I be better off knowing how long I Utility
have to live?”

CC

√
√

“If the test is negative, can I stop Performance
worrying?”
Prognosis

CS

√

√

√
√

“How sure are you that I am at low risk?”

Performance

√++

√

“What is going to happen to me?”

Frequency

√++

√

“Will this treatment cause cancer?”

Utility

√

√

√

“Am I at low risk for bleeding from this Performance
treatment?”

√+

√

√

“How often do patients who take this Frequency
medicine get depressed?”

√+

√

“Was it my smoking?”

Utility

“How can I know if I will get liver disease Performance
from drinking?”

√

√

√

√

“Does everyone who smokes get cancer?” Frequency
√
*R=RCT; Co = cohort; CS = cross sectional design; CC = case control + Treatment arm only ++ Control arm only

Additionally, by prescribing the systematic
comparison of the PICO elements of the practice question
to the corresponding elements of the research as performed
and by recognizing such differences between research and
practice as potential sources of systematic error, the Road
Map is consistent with the emerging framework of
comparative effectiveness research [42]. The broad range
of study designs recognized by the Road Map as
potentially applicable to specific questions further
strengthens this alignment.
Within the SIMPLE model, the Road Map subsumes
the use of the concepts, tools and products of what is
otherwise known as “evidence-based medicine” within a
higher order domain of constructed action [16]. It adheres
to a social constructivist epistemology for which powerful
precedents exist within the framework of education
[43,44]. Earlier models of evidence-based practice lacked a
consistently elaborated epistemological foundation,
rendering both critique and defense problematical
[38,44,45]. The explicit nature of the SIMPLE model in
this respect enables it to address both empirical
observation, experience and evolving concepts of
knowledge and science. As a result, the model opens the
door to enrichment through a broad range of concepts and
disciplines not otherwise available to a context bounded by
clinical epidemiology.

study populations, to the care of individual patients.
However, we perceive the SIMPLE model to be more
individual patient-centered than is standard EBM by virtue
of the explicit primacy of the relational, interpretive
process over decision-making [14]. It also addresses a
broader range of patient concerns and potentially enhances
the value of their consideration via potentially relevant
research.
Limitations of the SIMPLE model include perceived
complexity and lack of empirical validation with respect to
educational outcomes. We propose that the complexity of
the model ultimately is inherent within today’s current
practice. That is, the model does not introduce complexity,
but rather seeks a framework within which the challenges
of practice may be recognized and evaluated. Such a
framework, in turn, makes possible orderly simplifications
of presentation conforming to learning needs at different
levels of expertise without loss of rigor and consistency.
The second limitation is one that we take seriously. A
potential strength of the SIMPLE model and the Road Map
as a guide to curricular and instructional development, is
that it corresponds to a concomitantly developed
assessment instrument [15]. Development and empirical
testing of curricular and instructional approaches
constitutes a major priority of the model effort.
The SIMPLE model harnesses concepts developed
within narrative medicine for the purpose of creating a
bridge between the relational and interpretive process
described by Epstein and others [18] and the fruits of
clinical research. It does not itself subsume or attempt to
completely elaborate the principles of narrative medicine.
Similarly, the Road Map component of the SIMPLE

Limitations and forward
perspectives
The Road Map does not itself solve the dilemma of
applying information from clinical research, derived from
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model, presented in this article, is not itself a description or
elaboration of narrative medicine. Rather it is distinguished
by the fact that its format is coherent and compatible with
the narrative dimension in a fashion not true of previous
models of EBM. The cognitive processes involved in
assimilation and integration of research information into
healthcare relationships and decision-making requires
further illumination. We believe the PACT tool, as
described in Part 1 of this series [14], may facilitate this
process. We perceive the SIMPLE model to resonate
importantly with evolving concepts of the clinical
relationship and decision-making [46,47] and consider the
integration of the goals and objectives of EBM with those
of narrative medicine to constitute an important frontier in
the process of maximizing the value of healthcare in our
time.
Finally, the model, as elaborated here, addresses only
one class of information relevant to ‘information literacy’
in clinical practice. The emerging importance to clinical
practice of a different class of information drawn from
electronic health records and related sources [48] coheres
with the content of the ‘apply’ phase of information
literacy. The SIMPLE model allows for consideration of
information from such sources in a fashion not mediated
through direct consideration of clinical research
information. It does not itself offer a systematic approach
to collecting and analyzing such information. Information
from research not easily classifiable within the categories
of clinical action defined within the SIMPLE model
contributes to the process through which practitioners
formulate their assessments and recommendations and
patients receive and interpret them. The SIMPLE model
acknowledges the importance of such inputs, but does not
attempt to address their systematic pursuit, evaluation and
application.
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